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Bulls Make A Charge For The Highs

Last week,&#2013266080;we discussed how the market managed to clear the&#2013266080;
?Maginot Line?&#2013266080;which brings January highs into focus. The chart below is the
updated analysis from last week.
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Given this is a&#2013266080;?weekly?&#2013266080;chart, it takes much more time for signals to
register. The advance over the last few weeks has taken the market back into overbought territory
and was a&#2013266080;point made last week:

?The market can most assuredly get even more overbought from current levels, but
does suggest that upside is becoming more limited from current levels.&#2013266080;
However, with the weekly ?buy signal?&#2013266080;triggered this past week,
we must give the bulls some room to run.?

Currently, the&#2013266080;?bulls?&#2013266080;remain clearly in charge of the market?for
now. While it seems as if much of the ?tariff talk? has been priced into stocks, what likely hasn?t as
of yet is rising evidence of weakening economic data&#2013266080;(ISM, employment, etc.),
weakening consumer demand, and the impact of higher rates. While on an intermediate-term
basis these macro issues will matter, it is primarily just sentiment that matters in the short-
term. From that perspective,&#2013266080;the market retested the previous breakout above the
March highs last week&#2013266080;(the Maginot line)&#2013266080;which
keeps&#2013266080;Pathway #1&#2013266080;intact. It also suggests that next week will likely
see a test of the January highs.
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With moving averages rising, this shifts Pathway #2a and #2b further out into the August and
September time frames.&#2013266080;The potential for a correction back to support before a
second attempt at all-time highs would align with normal seasonal weakness heading into
the Fall.&#2013266080; Currently, there is a very low risk of a deeper correction&#2013266080;
(Pathway #3).&#2013266080;However, it is a possibility that should not be ignored at this
juncture.&#2013266080;With the administration gearing up for further tariffs against China,
and China retaliating in kind, at a time when the Fed is already more aggressively tightening
monetary policy, it would be remiss to ignore the risk of&#2013266080;?something going
wrong.?&#2013266080; It would also be remiss to not remind you that despite
the&#2013266080;?bullish short-term view,?&#2013266080;the long-term outlook remains
decidedly bearish. With valuations elevated, price extended, and deviations near historic records,
the potential for a more severe correction in prices is an absolute certainty.

The issue is that these cycles can remain both fundamentally and technically overvalued for longer
than logic would dictate particularly when there are artificial influences at play.&#2013266080;
However, the message is clear for those that choose to listen.&#2013266080;This is why it is
crucially important to have a discipline and strategy in place which will manage the exposure to risk
when things change in the market.

Weekly Buy Signal Is In, But Don?t Jump

In the 401k Plan Manager at the bottom of this newsletter each week, I publish the model that
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drives our portfolio allocations over time.
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There are two important concepts to understand about this model.
Risk knows no age:&#2013266080;Risk doesn?t care how old you are. It is often said that if
you are 20, you should take on a lot of portfolio risk. However, if that risk is taken at the top of
a market cycle, the damage to the long-term financial goals can be disastrous. We believe
that our allocation to risk has nothing to do with our age, and everything to do with the
potential for the loss of capital. Therefore, our allocation model is broken into two parts.

Allocation model is based upon current valuation levels.
If valuations were 10-12x earnings the target allocation levels would be primarily
weighted towards equity (i.e. 80% Stocks / 20% Bonds)
As valuations rise behind historical extremes, target equity levels are reduced.
(i.e. 60/40, 50/50, etc.)

The EQUITY portion of the allocation is also adjusted based on current market
risk.&#2013266080;Earlier this year, the equity risk portion of the allocation model was
reduced from 100% to 75% due to a triggering of a confirmed ?sell? signal. There are 4-
primary indicators to the model:

1st signal&#2013266080;?&#2013266080;short-term warning signal. Only an
alert to pay attention to portfolio risk.&#2013266080;
2nd signal&#2013266080;?&#2013266080;reduce equity by 25%.
3rd signal&#2013266080;?&#2013266080;(Moving average cross-
over)&#2013266080;reduce equity by another 25%.
4th signal&#2013266080;?&#2013266080;(Trend change) ? reduce equity by
another 25% and short the market.

We will be posting a live version of our indicators at&#2013266080;RIAPro.net&#2013266080;
(currently in beta)&#2013266080;as shown below.

The 4-signals above also run in reverse. So, when a signal reverses itself, equity risk is increased
in the model as is the case this week. With that signal in place, we must now increase our portfolio
allocation model to 100% of target. However, it is important to note these signals are based
on&#2013266080;?weekly?&#2013266080;data and are intermediate-term in
nature.&#2013266080;Therefore, by the time these longer-term indicators are triggered, the
very short-term conditions of the market are generally either very overbought, or oversold.
So, Do I Buy Or Not? At this juncture, most individuals tend to let their emotions get the better of
them and they make critical errors with their portfolios. Emotional buying and selling almost always
leads you into doing exactly the opposite of what you should do. Currently, the market has
registered a&#2013266080;?buy signal,?&#2013266080;which means we need to be following our
checklist to ensure we are making sound investment decisions:

What is the allocation model going to look like between asset classes?
How will those choices affect the volatility of my portfolio relative to the market?
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What is the inherent risk of being wrong with my choices?
What is my exit point to sell as the market goes up?
Where is my exit point to sell if the market goes down?
What specific investments will I use to fill each piece of my allocation model?
How does each of those investments affect the portfolio as a whole as well as each other?
Where is my greatest and least amount of exposure in my portfolio?
Have I properly hedged my risk in my portfolio in case of a catastrophic event?

If you can?t answer the majority of these questions ? you should not be putting your money
in the market. These are the questions that we ask ourselves every day with our portfolio
allocation structures and you should be doing the same. This is basic portfolio management.
Investing without understanding the risk and implications is like driving with your eyes closed. You
may be fine for a while but you are going to get seriously hurt somewhere along the way. There
is&#2013266080;NO RULE&#2013266080;which states you have to jump into the market with both
feet today. This is not a competition or game that you are trying to beat. Who cares if your neighbor
made 1% more than you last year. Comparison is the one thing that will lead you to take far more
risk in your portfolio than you realize.&#2013266080;While you will love the portfolio as it rises
with the market; you will rue the day when the market declines. Being a&#2013266080;
?contrarian?&#2013266080;investor, and going against the grain of the mainstream media, feels
like an abomination of nature. However, being a successful investor requires a strict diet of
discipline and patience combined with proper planning and execution. Emotions have no place
within your investment program and need to be checked at the door. Unfortunately, being
emotionless about your money is a very difficult thing for most investors to accomplish. As humans,
we tend to extrapolate the success or failure within our portfolios as success and failure of
ourselves as individuals. This is patently wrong.&#2013266080;As investors, we will lose more
often than we would like ? the difference is limiting the losses and maximizing the winnings.
&#2013266080;This explains why there are so few really successful investors in the world. With
this in mind, it doesn?t mean that you can?t do well as an investor. It just means that you must pay
attention to the&#2013266080;?risks?&#2013266080;inherent in the market and act accordingly. ?
Yes, the market is on a ?buy? signal.&#2013266080; ? Yes, we need to add exposure as shown in
the 401k plan manager below.&#2013266080; ? No, it doesn?t mean that you need to act
immediately However, it does mean that we need to pay close attention to developments over the
next couple of weeks to be sure the&#2013266080;?intersection?&#2013266080;is clear and that
we can proceed to the next traffic light safely. Hopefully, we can catch it&#2013266080;?green?
&#2013266080;? if not, we will obey the signal, stop, and wait for our turn once again. While the
model is being increased back to 100% of target, we will selectively add equity exposure
during short-term corrective actions in the market. As I noted last week:

?With our portfolios nearly fully allocated, there are not a lot of actions we need
to take currently as the markets continue to trend higher for now.
&#2013266080;We will continue to monitor our exposure and hedge risk accordingly,
but with the weekly ?buy signal? registered, we are keeping our hedges limited and are
widening our stops just a bit. As noted above, a short-term correction is needed
before adding further equity exposure to portfolios.&#2013266080;That correction
likely started on Friday, and I will not be surprised to see it continue into next week. A
retest of 2800 is likely at this point, which would keep Pathway #1 intact. However, a
violation of that level will likely trigger a short-term sell signal, which could push the
market back towards previous support at 2740.&#2013266080; There is a lot of support
forming at 2740, which should be supportive of the market over the next couple of
months. A violation of that level suggests something has likely broken and more
protective actions should be taken.?

Until that happens, we will give the markets the benefit of the doubt?for now.&#2013266080;



Market & Sector Analysis

Data Analysis Of The Market & Sectors For Traders

S&P 500 Tear Sheet
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Performance Analysis
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ETF Model Relative Performance Analysis

Sector & Market Analysis:

Last week, this section wasn?t available due to my travels. Therefore, changes in this week?s
commentary is based on two week?s of data.
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Discretionary and Technology ?&#2013266080;After recommending to take some profits out of
the Technology sector, the $FB episode led to sell-off back to the 50-dma support. The same
occurred with the discretionary sector as well. The trends for both remain very bullish right now,
and the pullback provides an opportunity to rebalance sector holdings back to target weights.
Healthcare, Staples, and Utilities ?&#2013266080;after cooling briefly, money has once again
flowed strongly into the sector. Healthcare, in particular, has gotten very extended and taking some
profits and rebalancing back to portfolio weight makes sense. Despite the recent uptick in rates,
Utilities have also continued to perform nicely after a long basing period earlier this year. Staples
also continue to improve. Financial, Energy, Industrial, and Material&#2013266080;stocks
showed a bit of improvement this past week. Industrials were the only sector in the group to climb
back above its 50-dma but remains below several previous tops. While the trend for Energy
remains in place, for now, we remain underweight holdings due to lack of relative performance. We
currently have no weighting in Industrial or Materials as the&#2013266080;?trade war?
&#2013266080;continues to negatively impact the companies in the sectors. The decline of
the&#2013266080;?yield curve?&#2013266080;continues to weigh on major banks.

Small-Cap and Mid Cap&#2013266080;continue to perform well as of late. We noted two weeks
ago, that after small and mid-caps broke out of a multi-top trading range, we needed a pull-back to
add further exposure. That pullback to the 50-dma happened and we added exposure to portfolios
with stops at the 50-dma. On any further weakness in the markets that hold supports and we
increase exposure further to get us to full target weights in our models. Emerging and
International Markets&#2013266080;were removed in January from portfolios on the basis
that&#2013266080;?trade wars?&#2013266080;and&#2013266080;?rising rates?
&#2013266080;were not good for these groups. Furthermore, we noted that global economic
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growth was slowing which provided substantial risk. That recommendation to focus on domestic
holdings in allocations has paid off well in recent months.&#2013266080;With emerging markets
and international markets continuing to languish, there is no reason to ad exposure at this
time.&#2013266080;Remain domestically focused to reduce the drag on overall portfolio
performance. Dividends and Equal weight&#2013266080;continue to hold their own and we
continue to hold our allocations to these&#2013266080;?core holdings.?&#2013266080; Gold
&#2013266080;? we haven?t owned Gold since early 2013. However, we suggested three months
ago to close out existing positions due to a violation of critical stop levels. We then recommended
that again given the cross of the 50-dma back below the 200-dma. That bounce came and went
and gold broke to new lows.&#2013266080;With gold very oversold on a short-term basis, if
you are still long the metal, your stop has been lowered from $117 two weeks ago, to $114
this week. A rally sale point has also declined from the previous level of $121 to $117.50.
Bonds&#2013266080;? This past week, bonds sold off on concerns of a major issuance of new
bonds by the Treasury to fill the Government?s funding gap. With the 50-dma about to cross back
above the 200-dma, the technical backdrop continues to build for adding bonds to
portfolios.&#2013266080;However, be patient and let?s see what happens next week. As noted
previously,&#2013266080;we&#2013266080;remain out of trading positions currently but
remain long&#2013266080;?core?&#2013266080;bond holdings mostly in floating rate and
shorter duration exposure. REIT?s&#2013266080;keep bouncing off the 50-dma like clockwork.
Despite rising rates, the sector has continued to catch a share of money flows and the entire
backdrop is bullish for REIT?s. However, with the sector very overbought, take profits and
rebalance back to weight and look for pullbacks to support to add exposure. The table
below&#2013266080;shows thoughts on specific actions related to the current market
environment.&#2013266080;

(These are not recommendations or solicitations to take any action. This is for informational purposes only
related to market extremes and contrarian positioning within portfolios. Use at your own risk and peril.)



Portfolio/Client Update:

As I noted last week, the market?s improvement allowed us the ability to further increase equity
exposure in portfolios in anticipation of registering a confirmed buy signal. With the retest of
the&#2013266080;?Maginot Line?&#2013266080;this past week, we will look to further increase
equity exposure on opportunity. However, given the August and September are historically weak
months for the market, we will remain a bit more cautious on the how and when we increase
holdings in our models. The cluster of support at the 50- and 100-dma remains in place which limits
much of the downside risk currently. However, we are quite aware of the risk stemming from ?tariff
talk? and further tightening of Fed policy. As we noted several weeks ago:

?While we are not raging long-term bulls, we do think that with earnings season in
process the bias will be to the upside. There is a high probability of a substantive rally
over the next couple of weeks.?

While that has indeed been the case, we continue to follow our ?process? internally with an
inherent focus on the risk to client capital.

New clients:&#2013266080;We added 50% of target equity allocations for new clients. We
will look to add further exposure opportunistically.&#2013266080;
Equity Model:&#2013266080;We previously added 50% of target allocations. We ?dollar
cost averaged? into those holdings opportunistically. We recently added new positions to the
model and will continue to look for opportunity accordingly.&#2013266080;&#2013266080;
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Equity/ETF blended&#2013266080;models were brought closer to target allocations as we
added to ?core holdings.?
Option-Wrapped Equity Model&#2013266080;were brought closer to target allocations and
collars will be implemented.

Again, we are moving cautiously, and opportunistically, as we continue to work toward minimizing
risk as much as possible. While market action has improved on a short-term basis, we remain very
aware of the long-term risks associated with rising rates, excessive valuations and extended
cycles. It is important to understand that when we add to our equity allocations, ALL
purchases are initially&#2013266080;?trades?&#2013266080;that can, and will, be closed
out quickly if they fail to work as anticipated.&#2013266080;This is why we&#2013266080;
?step?&#2013266080;into positions initially. Once a&#2013266080;?trade?&#2013266080;begins
to work as anticipated, it is then brought to the appropriate portfolio weight and becomes a long-
term investment.&#2013266080;We will unwind these action either by reducing, selling, or
hedging, if the market environment changes for the worse.

THE REAL 401k PLAN MANAGER
The Real 401k Plan Manager ? A Conservative Strategy For Long-Term Investors
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There are 4-steps to allocation changes based on 25% reduction increments. As noted in the chart above a
100% allocation level is equal to 60% stocks. I never advocate being 100% out of the market as it is far too
difficult to reverse course when the market changes from a negative to a positive trend. Emotions keep us from
taking the correct action.
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Buy Signal Is In?

The market did trigger a weekly confirmed ?buy? two week?s ago as we previously discussed.
However, as noted in the main part of missive above, by the time these signals occur the market
has generally gotten either overbought or oversold in the short-term. There is ?no requirement? to
make immediate adjustments to your 401k plan. As you will note in the chart above, there have
previously been&#2013266080;?buy signals?&#2013266080;which were reversed a few months
later. This could well be one of those times given some the condition of the macro environment.
However, for now, while we do recommend some caution, particularly if you are closer to
retirement, follow the rules below:

If you are&#2013266080;overweight&#2013266080;equities&#2013266080;? reduce
international and emerging market exposure.
If you are&#2013266080;underweight equities&#2013266080;? begin increasing exposure
towards equity in small steps. (1/3 of what is required to reach target allocations.)
If you are at&#2013266080;target equity allocations&#2013266080;currently, do nothing for
now.

While we officially upgraded our allocation model back to 100% exposure, there is no rush to
immediately begin adding additional equity risk. Do so opportunistically.

If you need help after reading the alert; don?t hesitate to&#2013266080;contact me.

Current 401-k Allocation Model

The 401k plan allocation plan below follows the K.I.S.S. principle. By keeping the allocation
extremely simplified it allows for better control of the allocation and a closer tracking to the
benchmark objective over time.(If you want to make it more complicated you can, however,
statistics show that simply adding more funds does not increase performance to any great degree.)
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401k Choice Matching List
The list below shows sample 401k plan funds for each major category. In reality, the majority of
funds all track their indices fairly closely. Therefore, if you don?t see your exact fund listed, look for
a fund that is similar in nature.
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